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Volleyball
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Essential
Questions:

Skills and
expected
performances

Assessment
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What knowledge and
skills are necessary to
successfully play the
team sport of
volleyball?
What is the role of
cooperation and
teamwork when
playing volleyball?
What are the potential
life-long benefits of
participating in
physical activities?
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What different ways can
the body move given a
specific purpose?

Overhand/ Underhand
Serving
Forearm Pass
Spike
Setting
Rotation

Dribbling
Passing
Spin moves
Defensive/ Offensive
positioning
Wrist shots

Throwing/ Catching
Base running
Hitting
Fielding
Double-plays

Working cooperatively
Climbing
Running / tagging
Dodging / fleeing
Strategizing

Self-assessment
Teacher observation
Frequent teacher
questioning
Peer-assessment
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Serving
Drop-shot
Overhead clear
Backhand
Front and Back/ Side to
Side positioning
Keeping Score
Serving
Drop-shot
Overhead clear
Backhand
Front and Back/ Side to

Self-assessment
Teacher observation
Frequent teacher
questioning ion
Peer-assessment

Shooting Rubric
Self-assessment using
digital camera
Teacher observation
Frequent teacher

How do I interact with
others during physical
activity?
How can I move
effectively and efficiently?
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Curriculum
Resources
(textbook chapters.,
novels, supplemental
materials):

Technology:

Volleyball Rubric

Sportsmanship Rubric
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Speaker system
Cordless mic
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